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The Fishes’ Window – April  2012 

 

By Dr. Steve Brooks 

 

We are very fortunate nowadays that when we have time to spare and are not fishing or tying flies, we can read 

about, listen to or watch on TV and Videos others doing it. However, I have to ask, if you have time to spare, why are 

you not fishing or tying flies? (Or should that be fly’s?  I never know these days how far off the grammatical beaten 

track that SA English has wandered. )  My personal preference is books, although there are some websites that I 

enjoy.  My least favourite is magazines.  If I buy a magazine, it is for one, or maybe two, articles, which I read 

immediately.  Then I put the magazine by my bed and tell myself that I will read the rest during the next few days.  

Months later (or should that be month’s in SA english? - buggered if I know), it’s still there unread. In contrast, there 

are some books that stand rereading a number of times.  This is about a chapter in one of those. 

 

What can a fish see?  Maybe you all know this, but I didn’t until I read this book.  Until then, I had this mental 

impression of a trout with the sharp end of a cone stuck on its head; something called “the fish’s window.”   That 

“window” referred to the binocular view (i.e. seen with both eyes at once) that the fish has towards the surface of 
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the water and beyond.  Why is it a cone facing upwards? That has to do with the design of the trout’s eyes and 

where they are positioned in its head. 

 

Imagine you are a trout sitting, or lying, in your dining room.  It’s like being inside a huge teapot without a lid.  

Through the hole where the lid should be you can see the sky and birds, the tops of trees and anglers, so that’s the 

“window.”   It’s round or elliptical, going forward quite a way; the angle at the base of the cone is about 97degrees, 

which means, if you are ten feet deep, this window at the surface is twenty-five feet in diameter. Quite a big cone, in 

fact, but if you are lying only one foot deep then the window is only two-and-a-half feet in diameter.  If an angler 

throws a fly on the surface eighteen inches to your right or left and if you were to think that the trout may not detect 

it visually, you would be right for a flowing river and almost right in a still water or a deep slow pool in a river. Just 

beyond the edges of the window, the undersurface of the water is actually a mirror, but sometimes it’s a lousy 

mirror.  It’s a mirror because instead of being refracted from outside the water, the light entering the fish’s eye from 

the undersurface of the water has been reflected off that undersurface, so you are lying in a hall of mirrors where 

you can see images behind you and in front of you.  (The trout can see almost all around in monocular vision, if it 

retracts its eye lenses.) When an angler throws in a sinking flash-back nymph, you can see the flash in the reflection 

like a lady can see the front and the back of her hair brush when the brush is in front of her.  That’s how flash works; 

otherwise a fish below the fly, which is where they often are, would never see the flash. 

 

So when is it a lousy mirror? Well, a good mirror has a perfectly smooth surface and is flat so the reflected light rays 

all bounce off the mirror in the same order that they hit it to produce a faithful, sharp mirror image.  But this aquatic 

mirror is not always flat or smooth; ripple on the surface will mess up the reflections and make them wave around, 

added to which the reflection of the bottom of the river or dam is going to be dimmer at increasing depth. In this 

world of aquatic checks and balances, things are complicated again by the fact that the trout’s acuity (clearness of 

vision) is not great.  We humans can attain 20/20 vision or close to it; trout have around 20/200 vision.  That means 

humans can see an object at 200 inches as distinctly as a trout can see it at 20 inches. The trout has a better 

tolerance of light levels than humans or, more importantly, better eyesight than most other things that swim, so 

dawn and dusk should be a big advantage to the trout, particularly in still waters.  It’s interesting to note, however, 

that while the dawn and evening rises give the impression that at those times trout seem to prefer attacking 

silhouettes seen in the window against the sky, the mirror may be dim but it is very useful in the hunt for food during 

hours of daylight, when fish see food items reflected in the mirror and the window is full of the bright sun. 

 

Now, I come back to the issue of a trout’s lying one foot deep and visually detecting a fly that lands on the surface 

outside the window.  Eighteen inches to one side I said, when the trout’s window is only thirty inches across, this is 

15 inches each side.  How does it do that?  The answer revolves around the mirror’s being flexible and the object’s 

(in this case a fly or a terrestrial) sitting in the surface film and distorting the mirror producing visual signals that the 

trout can recognise.  The body, the legs and the feet create blobs of bright light in the mirror in a pattern that 

indicates food, so anglers’ flies that don’t have a good body shape or legs that poke into and maybe through the 

mirror are not doing the full job of fooling the fish. If the water surface is broken, for instance in a river, the light 

pattern of the fly is lost in myriad flashes of light. 

 

There is still a lot more to say; too much, in fact, to say here (the effects of colours, for example), but one important 

thing must be said.  The edge of the window is close to the point where the light rays that enter the window at an 

angle of ten degrees or less are compressed together, so images seen in the water will be distorted.  This is the area 

where the trout is most likely to make a mistake.  Images will be most clearly seen if light rays from them enter the 

window above the ten-degree angle, in which case an angler six feet tall is not going to be seen at all by a fish if he is 

30 feet or more away from the fish.  Closer than that, his head and, closer still, his shoulders will be poking over the 

rim of the window and clearly visible to the fish, maybe even magnified by the distortion at the edge.  Similarly, the 

fly rod may look as thick as a telegraph pole.  Two years ago, I thought I could be a decent river fisherman, who 
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wrote numbers like ten and fourteen on catch returns on rivers.  I was fishing with a cheap Dean seven footer, but I 

succumbed to marketing chat and bought better, longer rods.  Now I look the part, but I don’t catch much. Nine or 

ten feet of telegraph pole are waving over my head and maybe the fish are waving me bye bye, because their teapot 

doesn’t have a lid on it.  All right, that’s a very simplistic view, but otherwise I have only myself to blame.    

 

The other side to the story is that the trout actually has a whole battery of techniques to pinpoint food and is 

capable of using them very well. I was fishing Balbarton dam up in The Karkloof.  The dam has a deep channel that 

runs close to one bank right to the dam wall.  The rest of the dam is shallow and weeded.  After paddling up and 

down close to the channel and casting into it, I retired to the bank near the dam wall for coffee and sandwiches and 

sat watching the minnows by a small weed bed being klapped.  The minnows would come out to play and the trout 

would cruise up the channel like killer whales and chomp anything they could catch.  Eventually I noticed that 

periodically there was a hefty swirl under a little bush by the nearby dam wall.  Something was eating something.  I 

crept around the dam wall and flicked out a DDD onto the water under the bush.  There was literally a wall on the 

dam wall, so I had that and the bush to hide behind.  What happened then was beyond belief.  Two trout came 

cruising up the channel; I could clearly see them thirty feet away in the clear water, close to the surface.  Straight 

past the minnows they came, past my wife and me and straight to my fly.  They came to the surface looked at the fly, 

turned around and swam back again.  A bit likes the dance on Saturday night when I was a teenager.  Those fish were 

at least ten yards away when that fly hit the water and they came straight to it.  Maybe every time that anything 

drops on the water the trout know.  They decide whether it’s worth a look; mostly they decide not to bother. 

 

The man who wrote the book is John Goddard.  I have personally contributed financially to his gaining fishing 

knowledge and experience, to the point where Lefty Krey said of him, 

 

“Without doubt, John Goddard is the best trout fisherman with whom I have spent time on the water...John is the 

best.” ….”John Goddard is one of the best all round fly fishermen who has ever lived.” 

 

His father was Frank Goddard of EFGEECO (F Goddard & Co) UK fishing tackle and accessories manufacturers, from 

whom I still have some items.  Through the firm, he had the opportunity to fish with and befriend a whole long list of 

angling greats and in time became better than almost all of them. I was interested to know who John Goddard 

thought was the greatest.  Richard Walker appears to be the answer to that, but that’s another story. 

 

The book is “Trout Fishing Techniques,” illustrated by Charles Jardine and published by the Lyons Press. 1996. 

 

_______________________________ 

 

 


